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Meet Diana, Princess of the s, and discover how she becomes the amazing Wonder Woman!
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i wanted a book about wonder woman so my 3yr old could have a non-princess, stronger, more

independant role-model. i think this was the only book i found and while it isn't a great read or great

story, it did the trick with a simple, straight forward story..

I was really excited about this book, because it starts with WWs backstory as a princess. I bought it

and a WW costume for my princess-obsessed 3-year old niece. She LOVES it, and has started

playing "super hero" a lot more. (I think it's fine that she loves playing princess, but I like that this

book gives her the idea that princesses can be tough if they want to!)

My 6 year old tends to be pretty sensitive. She has only now just started watching some of the basic

Disney movies such as A Bug's Life or even some of the princess movies like Cinderella or Beauty

and the Beast (although she still needs to snuggle up with mommy when the villain comes on, at

least she will tolerate watching the movies). Even just a few months ago, she was too scared with

the villains. So imagine my surprise when she was looking through a costume catalogue prior to



Halloween and chose Wonder Woman. She didn't even know about Wonder Woman. While she

knows who some of the other super heroes are such as Spiderman and Batman, she is far too

sensitive (even now) to watch any of the super hero movies or shows (even animated ones). She

was just excited to see a female superhero. So we had a big talk about Wonder Woman, what her

powers were, etc. And then a few weeks before Halloween I came across this book, as I was

looking up the Wonder Woman costume. So I ordered both. She was absolutely ecstatic to receive

this book. We have now had the book for about 3 months and she still loves this book and asks to

read it together. The book is not too scary for sensitive kids. The only thing that some might find

objectionable (other than the traditional skimpy Wonder Woman costume) is a brief mention about

the Greek gods. My only complaint is that this is the only (age appropriate) Wonder Woman book

we have been able to find. The same publisher has several books featuring Batman and Superman,

but this is the only Wonder Woman book.

I'm the dad of 3 year old girl/boy twins, so I was looking for a super hero book featuring a heroine.

This book was boring with a lot of detail about the origins of Wonder Woman, and very little super

hero action. It also highlighted Superman and Batman and made Wonder Woman seem like a

second rate team member instead of the "star" of the book. My wife who read the book to my twins

also commented on how understated the action was.

I Am Wonder Woman is an I Can Read book that is made for young children who is learning to read

and is features the popular DC Comics Superheroine. In this book, Princess Diana learns of the

dangers in the world and train to become the world's protector. Armed with her bulletproof bracelets,

her magic Lasso of Truth, and her Invisible Jet, Diana, now Wonder Woman, begins her quest for

justice. With the help of her friends Superman and Batman, Wonder Woman learn how to engage in

hand to hand combat. I really like how the writer and artist stayed true to the classic DCU

Superheroes(Post-Crisis and Pre-New 52)by keeping WW's classic costume, even if it looks like a

amalgam of WW's costumes from 1985, 1992 and 2001. This book is perfect for fans of Wonder

Woman: America's Guardian Angel!

My 6 year old was excited to finally read a book about a girl super hero. Unfortunately, Wonder

Woman is pretty dated. My daughter kept asking me why Wonder Woman went around in public in

her underwear with tall boots. As much as I loved Wonder Woman when I was a kid, I think it's time

for a costume update before I let my kids read anymore Wonder Woman books.



This has become our little girl's favorite book! She requests it read most nights and has now

memorized the story so given a picture to prompt she can say she is "reading to herself." The story

isn't very complex so it can get repetitive but it's still very cute and I love that her favorite super hero

is front and center instead of delegated to a sidekick part.

I bought this for my 3 year old. I want to get away from the Princess culture - and though Wonder

Woman really is a Princess, she is a different type of Princess - one I wouldn't mind my daughter

looking up to. The story is simple ans straight forward, an origin story that a 3 year old can

understand.It only took one read through for her to love it.
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